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Ukraine Continues Attacks on Energodar Nuclear Power Facility, Is Kiev’s Intent to Create
“Nuclear Terror” and Blame It on Russia?

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, July 08, 2024

Kiev continues its practice of nuclear blackmail in the Russian city of Energodar, Zaporozhye
region, where Europe’s largest nuclear power plant is located. Another brutal attack was
carried out by Ukrainian forces against nuclear facilities, leaving several injured.

Dr.  Charles  Hoffe  Denounces  the  COVID  Vaccine:  “Biggest  Disaster  in  Medical  History”.
Confronts  College  of  Physicians  and  Surgeons  of  BC

By  Lee  Turner,  Dr.  Charles  Hoffe,  Dr.  Mark  Trozzi,  and  Prof  Michel  Chossudovsky,  July  08,
2024

Many people who are vaccinated will not be immediately aware of the injuries incurred. The
latter in many cases of “adverse events” are not discernible nor are they recorded. While
“big blood clots” resulting from the vaccine are revealed and reported by those vaccinated,
an  important  study  by  Canada’s  Dr.  Charles  Hoffe  suggests  that  the  mRNA  vaccine
generates  “microscopic  blood  clots”.

Fluoridation and “Forever Chemicals” (PFAS): Federal Hypocrisy Is Poisoning Americans with
Toxic Synthetic Chemicals

By Richard Gale and Dr. Gary Null, July 08, 2024

Per-  and  polyfluoroalkyl  substances  (PFAS),  often  referred  to  as  “forever  chemicals,”  are
synthetic chemicals that have increasingly raised alarming concerns due to their persistence
in  the  environment  and  common  everyday  products  and  their  adverse  effects  on  human
health.
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The French Fraudulent Disaster Elections. Peter Koenig

By Peter Koenig, July 09, 2024

It looks and feels like this past Sunday, 7 July 2024, second round French election is one of
the biggest election frauds in French history, maybe even in European history.

Military Grade Propaganda Campaign Helped Sell Fraudulent Narrative About COVID-19

By Jeremy Kuzmarov, July 09, 2024

Like December 7, 1941 and September 11, 2001, March 11, 2020 was a day that will live in
infamy because it is when the the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the existence
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Childhood  Vaccine  Injury:  5  Years  Old  Had  Been  Vaccinated  Against  Influenza  A  and
Developed  “Flu”  Days  Before  Sudden  Death

By Dr. William Makis, July 08, 2024

A Las Vegas kindergartner who died days after coming down with the flu felt well enough to
play outside 24 hours before she collapsed, her father told ABC News.

Minors Taking Guns in Ukraine While Terrorists Enter Europe

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, July 08, 2024

In  addition  to  the  military,  political  and  economic  problems  affecting  Ukraine,  several
serious social issues are beginning to emerge day by day. Now, data shows that juvenile
crime is increasing exponentially in the country, which is a direct result of the decline in the
quality of life and the irresponsible militarization of civil society.
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